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If the way we eat globally continues, the world is at risk of failing to meet the UN Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris 
Agreement. From extreme weather patterns to wild fires raging in Australia, it's little wonder that more of us than ever are worried 
about the environmental impact of our food decisions. 
 
Enter award-winning recipe writer for Mail on Sunday's YOU magazine and registered nutritionist, Annie Bell. The easy, family-
friendly recipes in Eat to Save the Planet follow recommendations from the Lancet-EAT commissioned Planetary Health Diet, written 
by an international group of scientists. This flexitarian reference diet is so simple, easily accessible and tempting that you will hardly 
believe you're helping to save the planet as you eat. 
 
The mainstays of the Planetary Health Diet are plant-based foods, but while these ingredients are central to its recommendations, 
the diet doesn’t go as far as being vegetarian or vegan. So recipes in the book include modest quantities of seafood and poultry, 
with a small amount of red meat being optional – making this new approach to eating achievable and realistic for everyone. 

 

Author Bio: 
Annie Bell is a cookery writer, author and Registered Associate Nutritionist with a Masters Degree in Human Nutrition. She has been 
principal recipe writer for The Mail on Sunday's YOU magazine for 23 years. Annie contributes to a wide variety of national 
newspapers and magazines, and has contributed to more than twenty cookery books. She is married to the landscape architect 
Jonathan Bell. They have two sons and divide their time between West London and Normandy. Her cooking is heavily influenced by 
her rural lifestyle and the local seasonal food. 
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Diets don’t work. You know you know that, and yet you continue to try them, because what else can you do? You can Fast. Feast. 
Repeat. After losing over eighty pounds and keeping every one of them off, Gin Stephens started a vibrant, successful online 
community with hundreds of thousands of members from around the world who have learned the magic of a Delay, Don’t Deny® 
intermittent fasting lifestyle. 
 
Fast. Feast. Repeat. has it all! You’ll learn how to work a variety of intermittent fasting approaches into your life, no matter what 
your circumstances or schedule. Once you’ve ignited your fat-burning superpower, you’ll get rid of “diet brain” forever, tweak your 
protocol until it’s second nature, and learn why IF is a lifestyle, not a diet. 
 
Fast. Feast. Repeat. is for everyone! Beginners will utilize the 28-Day FAST Start. Experienced intermittent fasters will strengthen 
their intermittent fasting practice, work on their mindset, and read about the latest research out of top universities supporting 
intermittent fasting as the health plan with a side effect of weight loss. Still have questions? Gin has you covered! All of the most 
frequently asked intermittent fasting questions are answered in the exhaustive FAQ section. 

 

Author Bio: 
Gin Stephens, author of the bestselling Delay, Don’t Deny, has been living the intermittent fasting (IF) lifestyle since 2014. Since 
then, she’s lost over eighty pounds and launched her IF website, four online support groups, four self-published books, and two 
top-ranked podcasts―Intermittent Fasting Stories and The Intermittent Fasting Podcast. A graduate of the Institute of Integrative 
Nutrition’s Health Coach Training Program (2019), she also earned a Doctor of Education degree in Gifted and Talented Education 
(2009), a Master's degree in Natural Sciences (1997), and a Bachelor's degree in Elementary Education (1990). She taught 
elementary school for twenty-eight years, and has worked with adult learners in a number of settings. She splits her time between 
Augusta, Georgia and Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, where she lives with her husband and their four cats. Gin is also a mother to 
two adult sons (and she is thankful every day for the intermittent fasting lifestyle that makes her life easier). 
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We – all of us – consistently exclude, underestimate and under-utilize huge numbers of people in the workforce even as we include, 
overestimate and promote others, often beyond their level of competence. Not only is this immoral and unjust, it’s bad for 
business. Just Work is the solution. 
 
Just Work is Kim Scott’s new book, revealing a practical framework for both respecting everyone’s individuality and collaborating 
effectively. This is the essential guide leaders and their employees need to create more just workplaces and establish new norms of 
collaboration and respect. 

 
Author Bio: 
Kim Scott is the co-founder of an executive education firm and workplace comedy series, The Feedback Loop, based on her 
perennially bestselling book, Radical Candor: How to Get What You Want by Saying What You Mean. Kim was a CEO coach at 
Dropbox, Qualtrics, Twitter and other tech companies. She was a member of the faculty at Apple University and before that led 
operations teams for AdSense, YouTube and DoubleClick at Google. Kim was a senior policy advisor at the FCC, managed a 
paediatric clinic in Kosovo, started a diamond-cutting factory in Moscow and was an analyst on the Soviet Companies Fund. She 
lives with her family in Silicon Valley. 
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If you don't have anything nice to say then don't say anything at all . . . right? 
 
While this advice may work for home life, as Kim Scott has seen first hand, it is a disaster when adopted by managers in the work 

place. 
 
Scott earned her stripes as a highly successful manager at Google before moving to Apple where she developed a class on optimal 
management. Radical Candor draws directly on her experiences at these cutting edge companies to reveal a new approach to 
effective management that delivers huge success by inspiring teams to work better together by embracing fierce conversations. 
 
Radical Candor is the sweet spot between managers who are obnoxiously aggressive on the one side and ruinously empathetic on 
the other. It is about providing guidance, which involves a mix of praise as well as criticism – delivered to produce better results 
and help your employees develop their skills and increase success. 
 
Great bosses have a strong relationship with their employees, and Scott has identified three simple principles for building better 
relationships with your employees: make it personal, get stuff done, and understand why it matters. 
 
Radical Candor offers a guide to those bewildered or exhausted by management, written for bosses and those who manage bosses. 
Drawing on years of first-hand experience, and distilled clearly to give practical advice to the reader, Radical Candor shows you how 
to be successful while retaining your integrity and humanity. Radical Candor is the perfect handbook for those who are looking to 
find meaning in their job and create an environment where people love both their work and their colleagues, and are motivated to 
strive to ever greater success. 

 
Author Bio: 
Kim Scott is the founder of Candor Inc. and is a well known CEO coach in Sillicon Valley, and the author of Radical Candor. She was 
a member of the faculty at Apple University and before that worked at Google leading the AdSense, YouTube and DoubleClick 
teams. Earlier in her career she was co-founder and CEO of a software start-up, managed a paediatric clinic in war-torn Kosovo and 
built a diamond cutting factory in Russia. 
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Improve your life, work, relationships and wellbeing with The Cambridge Code. This book provides unprecedented insight into your 
psychological profile, your innate preferences and traits. 
 
Until now, the only way to access a meaningful understanding of the subconscious brain was the equivalent of hours of one-on-one 
therapy with a top quality psychologist. Developed by Dr Emma Loveridge and Dr Curly Moloney along with a team of scientists and 
researchers from Cambridge University, The Cambridge Code is a guide that includes exclusive access to a thirty-minute quiz 
beyond the reach of established psychological measurement, providing you with an instantaneous profile of your subconscious; the 
DNA of your mind. 
 
In clear, easy-to-follow language, it allows you to understand the unconscious code that makes you who you are. Why you have a 
tendency to act, react, think and behave in certain ways in specific situations. 
 
The results of the test reveal unconscious drivers that shape daily thoughts, reactions, desires and choices and are divided into ten 
key brain areas, from the competitive and rebellious brain, to the gracious and analytical brain. This newfound self-knowledge, 
aided by the step-by-step analysis throughout the book, will allow you to focus on the areas that may need improvement or 
support, from work to family and relationships. 

 
Author Bio: 
Dr Emma Loveridge, PhD (Cantab), MA (Psych), FRGS is a leading psychotherapist who works in NHS settings as well as with 
private clients. She is the founder and director of Rafan House, a member of the Tavistock Society of Psychotherapists (TSP) and 
the British Psychoanalytic Council (BPC). Her specialist areas of work and research are around the internal subconscious family and 
how it manifests in the real world. 
 
Dr Curly Moloney MA (Oxon) Physiological Sciences, MB BChir (Cantab) is a qualified Doctor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery. 
After graduating from Oxford and Cambridge, she joined the commercial world, founding the International Executive Search firm 
Moloney Search in 1994. 
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Greger offers readers delicious yet healthy options that allow them to ditch the idea of 'dieting' altogether. As outlined in his book 
How Not to Diet, Greger believes that identifying the twenty-one weight-loss accelerators in our bodies and incorporating new, 
cutting-edge medical discoveries are integral in putting an end to the all-consuming activity of counting calories and getting 

involved in expensive juice cleanses and Weight Watchers schemes. 
 
The How Not to Diet Cookbook is a revolutionary addition to the cookbook industry: incredibly effective and designed for everyone 
looking to make changes to their dietary habits to improve their quality of life. 

 
Author Bio: 
A founding member and Fellow of the American College of Lifestyle Medicine, Dr Michael Greger is a physician, author and 
internationally recognised speaker on nutrition, food safety, and public health issues. He runs the popular website 
Nutritionfacts.org, a nonprofit, science-based public service site providing free daily updates on the latest in nutrition research. All 
the proceeds he receives from his books and speaking is donated to charity. He is bestselling author of How Not to Die, How Not to 
Die Cookbook, How Not to Diet and How Not to Die in a Pandemic. 
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George Orwell's 1984 has become a defining narrative of the modern world. Its cultural influence can be observed in some of the 
most notable creations of the past seventy years, from Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale to the reality TV landmark Big 
Brother, while ideas such as 'thought police', 'doublethink', and 'Newspeak' are ingrained in our language. 
 
The Ministry of Truth charts the life of one of the most influential books of the twentieth century and a work that is ever more 
relevant in this tumultuous era of 'fake news' and 'alternative facts'. Dorian Lynskey investigates the influences that came together 
in the writing of 1984 from Orwell's experiences in the Spanish Civil War and in wartime London to his fascination with utopian and 
dystopian fiction. Lynskey explores the phenomenon the novel became when it was first published in 1949 and the changing ways 
in which it has been read over the decades since, revealing how history can inform fiction and how fiction can influence history. 

 
Author Bio: 
Dorian Lynskey writes about music, film, books and politics for publications including the Guardian, the Observer, the New 
Statesman, GQ, Billboard, Empire, and Mojo. His first book, 33 Revolutions Per Minute: A History of Protest Songs, was published in 
2011. A study of thirty-three pivotal songs with a political message, it was NME's Book of the Year and a 'Music Book of the Year' in 
the Daily Telegraph. He hosts the Remainiacs podcast. 
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From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Thousand Acres, Jane Smiley, The Strays of Paris is a captivating story of three 
extraordinary animals – and one little boy – whose lives cross paths in Paris. 
 

Paras is a spirited young racehorse living in a stable in the French countryside. That is until one afternoon, when she pushes open 
the gate of her stall and, travelling through the night, arrives quite by chance in the dazzling streets of Paris. 
 
She soon meets a German shorthaired pointer named Frida, two irrepressible ducks and an opinionated crow, and life amongst the 
animals in the city’s lush green spaces is enjoyable for a time. But everything changes when Paras meets a human boy, Étienne, 
and discovers a new, otherworldly part of Paris: the secluded, ivy-walled house where the boy and his nearly-one-hundred-year-old 
great grandmother live quietly and unto themselves. As the cold weather of Christmas nears, the unlikeliest of friendships bloom 
among humans and animals alike. 
 
But how long can a runaway horse live undiscovered in Paris? And how long can one boy keep her all to himself? Charming and 
beguiling in equal measure, Jane Smiley’s novel celebrates the intrinsic need for friendship, love, and freedom, whomever you may 
be . . . 

 
Author Bio: 
Jane Smiley is the author of numerous novels, including A Thousand Acres, which was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, and most 
recently, the New York Times bestselling Hundred Years Trilogy. She is also the author of several works of non-fiction and books for 
young adults. A member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, she has also received the PEN Center USA Lifetime 
Achievement Award for Literature. She lives in Northern California. 
 

 

  


